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TTI-FSS FABRICATES 1 MILLION POUNDS
OF STRUCTURAL STEEL AT OUR PORT
FABRICATION FACILITY
Tampa Tank-Florida Structural Steel recently completed fabrication,
assembly and shipping of large industrial ducts built with
approximately 1 million pounds of structural steel. The project was
built in modular sections and fully assembled in our Port Redwing
facility prior to shipment. The sections varied in size with the largest
sections coming in at 40’w x 26’h and weighing approximately
300,000 lbs. To support escalated schedule requirements onsite
from our customer, these units were strategically shipped on three
separate barges to allow for continued erection onsite, and all
deliveries were made successfully on schedule.

The success of this project required utilization of and coordination
between all departments in our organization, including Safety,
Detailing, Engineering, Project Management, Quality, Logistics and
Production.
The following link: https://www.youtube.com/embed/JCb04J7PXKQ
provides a quick look at our most recent barge load and gives an
overview of our corporate facility.
For more information about Tampa Tank-Florida Structural Steel
and our capabilities, visit our website at: https://tti-fss.com.

Success for Our Customers, Our Employees & Our Company
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LETTER FROM THE CEO
In the current Covid-19 pandemic, and in our newly formed
Precision Build organization, the one trend that has held
steady so far, is change. Change is inevitable. Sometimes we
can influence change. Sometimes we are influenced by it.
Regardless of how change comes into our lives, we always have
choices. We can resist change, refusing to advance, or we can
assume a positive outlook and search for opportunities to grow
and improve.

Ideas are being considered and implemented to increase
synergy, utilize shared resources, build on strengths and forge
new opportunities. Some employees are moving to different
locations. Some teams skills are being expanded. It is positive
motion, and while it will take time to fully recognize how the
benefits serve us as individuals, and serve our Precision Build
company, it is exactly such exercises that eventually deliver
us to a place of greater agility and resilience, improved skills,
and clarified insights. So, we accept the challenge of change,
striving to move forward seeking continuous improvement
with open minds.

We are all making our way cautiously as we navigate
new ways of doing business. Some employees are working
remotely. Little travel is being done. All are paying much more
attention to hygiene and social distancing. Nearly all meetings
have moved to a new electronic format. We are learning new
technologies and dealing with new equipment. Although we
miss some of the personal contact that we previously shared,
we are finding that there are some real benefits to doing things
differently. These changes can increase efficiency and force us
to move with intention to be more inclusive, being mindful to
maintain personal relationships.

Stay safe,
growing!

productive

and

David Hale
CEO TTI-FSS
“To reach a port we must sail,
sometimes with the wind, and
sometimes against it. But we
must not drift or lie at anchor.”

We are also taking steps to meld new relationships within
our ranks and with our new Precision Build team members.

- Oliver Wendell Holmes Sr.

RACING TOGETHER: A PRECISION BUILD
PARTNERSHIP

David Hale, CEO of TTI-FSS

Precision Tank, LLC to form Precision Build Companies, LLC.
The new look proved to be a good luck charm for Allgaier, who
started in 10th position, led nine laps and held the lead a total of
three times. In the end, he added 48 points to his season total by
finishing third.

In May of this year, Justin Allgaier’s #7 Camaro raced into the
NASCAR Xfinity Series at Darlington Raceway with a whole
new look. Sporting a “Racing Together” themed paint job, the
JR Motorsports Camaro featured a steel gray, red and black
design highlighting the recent merger of TTI Holding, LLC and

Precision Build Companies extends a special thanks to
the BRANDT for providing the opportunity to participate in
this event.
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WORK SMARTER, NOT HARDER
NEW SOFTWARE LEADS TO BETTER
EFFICIENCIES AND BETTER WORK
As part of our continuous improvement process, and in an
effort to increase efficiency and reduce process time, TTI-FSS
has transitioned to utilizing cutting edge software platforms.
These platforms give our team members the best tools available
to perform highly technical and critical work functions.
In support of these new software platforms, TTI-FSS is in the
process of a full transition to an all-encompassing construction
management platform that allows for control, utilization, and
coordination of all platforms and existing processes.
The new software allows for faster more efficient creation of
3D models and shop drawings based on engineering calculations
using latest API/ASME codes. By eliminating paper, and
transitioning to computers and tablets, the new systems
streamline the design process, minimize the potential for
human error and allow for better control of production, quality,
and safety.

AN AISC SOPHISTICATED PAINT
ENDORSEMENT MEANS WE’VE GOT
YOU COVERED
One thing that sets TTI-FSS apart from other steel
fabricators is our AISC Sophisticated Paint Endorsement that
certifies our team’s ability to apply complex corrosion protection
coating systems, in-house, on projects large and small. TTIFSS maintains all equipment required to perform this work,
including use of a wheelabrator blast cabinet that can blast
structures up to 16’h x 7’w and of almost unlimited length or
weight.
On the project pictured, our shop applied a zinc rich coating
that provides superior service life for a variety of climates and
uses. The final destination for this project will be over water in
South Florida.
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
EXPANDING STORAGE CAPACITY IN
GUATEMALA

while assuring that all members had stored food and water in
case quarantine restrictions became more severe.

In a ten-month period, TTI-FSS fabricated and erected
a 250,000Bbls capacity tank as part of a customer’s storage
expansion in Guatemala. The tank is 187’ in diameter and 48’
high, with an aluminum dome, an aluminum floating roof,
and floating suction.

Even with all the difficulties, the project was completed on
time and on budget with no safety incidents.

Trucking goods in-country and for export became the
primary shipping method, and the customer needed the
storage tank to be completed in a short period of time to meet
the growing demand for diesel fuel and the complex logistics
of increased ship deliveries.
The Covid-19 pandemic challenged TTI-FSS’s operational
processes, both on the individual level as well as at the
national level. Our expert crew and our civil and paint
contractors, however, quickly adjusted to social distancing
—taking all necessary hygiene steps to prevent getting sick
— and TTI-FSS can proudly state that the job was concluded
successfully without a single case of illness.
Additionally, the TTI-FSS crew had to perform work
under strict country curfew laws and travel restrictions,
UPGRADING TANKS IN THE BAHAMAS
TTI-FSS’s Field Division completed a project in Freeport,
Bahamas for one of our major customers. The project consisted of
bottom replacements on two, 253’-0” diameter tanks, new steam
coils, sparging systems and other miscellaneous repairs and
upgrades.
As demand for storage was soaring worldwide, the timeline for
completion of the project was extremely tight, so the TTI-FSS
international team developed a strategic approach which included
sourcing local welders and fitters not able to return to their
countries due to border restrictions and airport closures caused
by the Covid-19 global pandemic. TTI-FSS supervisors ensured
that all work was performed in a safe and timely manner to our
very high standards. As a result, the work was completed on time
and on budget with while maintaining our extraordinary safety
record in the Bahamas.
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TAMPA TANK BUILDING TAMPA TANKS
TTI-FSS successfully erected a 150,000 Bbls, 150’ d x
48’ h ethanol storage tank for one of our most valued
customers. The tank construction involved external
priming (with the customer supplying final coating),
an aluminum dome roof, and a full contact aluminum
internal floating roof. The dome was built inside the
bottom of the tank in 19 days, then lifted into place.
TTI-FSS Superintendent, Jeff Horn, successfully
oversaw the project while limiting overtime hours and
ensuring that each worker complied with Covid-19 safety
measures.
Our customer was quite impressed that TTI-FSS
completed the project on time, on budget and with zero
safety incidents, despite working under the pressure of
the pandemic health situation. Great work!
THE DOMESTIC FIELD PIPING TEAM SHOWS
OFF THEIR TALENTS

The TTI-FSS Domestic Field Piping team, led by
Nestor Irizarry, fabricates and installs fire water systems,
pipelines for fuel storage facilities, and pipelines for water
storage terminals. Their talents also include stainlesssteel piping fabrication.
Pictured, is a fabrication and installation of mulitple
pipelines of 10” and above in diameter, for a project that
required independent pipelines to increase versatility for
products delivered to ships at their docks. This talented
team really knows their stuff!
COMPLEX MACHINING: THE MEASURE OF
PERFECTION

TTI-FSS utilizes leading edge survey equipment
accurate within .001 of an inch, in conjunction with our
customizable portable milling equipment to perform
complex milling operations to the most stringent
industry tolerances. Recently, TTI-FSS completed the
machining of the trunnion and gear rack for a two-leaf
bascule bridge which required alignment within .005
inches across a 46-foot span. The results are nothing
short of perfection.
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COMING THROUGH IN THE CLUTCH
The TTI-FSS Counter Sales Team, led by Mike Torro, is often
approached by our business partners or other market power house
companies for hard to find parts, raw materials, custom tools,
simple weldments or complex fabrications that must be produced
quickly and accurately. TTI-FSS has become the go-to provider
for such ancillary, but essential items.

A good example occurred in July of this year, when Mike was
approached to help repair a damaged plate for a sensitive nuclear
project. Within 24-hours, our team unloaded the plate, performed
the necessary repairs under close supervision, and had the project
loaded and on its way. When all else fails, clients know that we
come through in the clutch. Mike Torro is available at 813-241-4261
x 291 to discuss your needs on small, quick turn, jobs.

Utilizing robotics to increase efficiency reduces welding time on
repeat parts for a small projects

A quick turn processing project
on our CNC beam line

TTI-FSS Increases Visibility and Markets at Industry Events
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TTI-FSS is slated to participate in the following events, unless they are postponed due
to the current worldwide health pandemic.
API 2020 Storage Tank Conference
Booth No. • October 12-15, 2020 • Grand Hyatt Nashville • Nashville, TN
NISTM
Booth No. 209 • November 3-5, 2020 • Rosen Shingle Creek Hotel • Orlando, FL

TTI-FSS PORT FACILITY

Success for Our Customers, Our Employees & Our Company
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Tampa, FLOur
33605Employees
• 813-241-4261• www.tti-fss.com
12781 US Highway 41 South, Gibsonton, FL 33534 • 813-241-4261• www.tti-fss.com

To receive a print or digital version of our
quarterly newsletter, visit https://tti-fss.com/
category/newsletters/ and add your name to our
distribution list on our Contact page.

International Liquids Terminals Association (ILTA)
Booth No. 204 • November 16-18, 2020 • George R. Brown Convention Center • Houston, TX
NISTM
Booth No. • December 8-9, 2020 • The Woodlands Waterway Marriott • The Woodlands, TX

SPARKS & REMARKS NEWSLETTER DISCLAIMER
Sparks & Remarks is an employee written newsletter for TTI-FSS and affiliate company employees, clients, and for anyone with a general
interest in the public works of Tampa Tank-Florida Structural Steel. The information contained in this newsletter is not intended to advise,
advocate, endorse, champion or promote any specific safety or construction related action on the part of the reader. The purpose of this newsletter
is to help build pride of accomplished, a sense of team, and an esprit de corps among our employees, our partners and our clients. In reading this
newsletter you agree to enjoy it for entertainment and enlightenment only and expect nothing tangible or intangible as a result and will take no
specific actions based solely on the information it contains.
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TRAINING CERTIFICATIONS
TTI-FSS supports and encourages our employees to continuing education and training pursuits.

International Division engineer, Andres Hernandez, earned
his Executive MBA from the University of Barcelona,
Spain. Congratulations to Andres for this tremendous
accomplishment!

As part of the TTI-FSS International Team, Gerson Suarez is a
trained quality inspector. Gerson is constantly seeking new ways to
improve on welding quality procedures in order to train and pass on
his passion to the International Team. His goal is to help TTI-FSS
continue improving on our quality work. Last November, Gerson
finished online courses from CH&M-NDT, Colombia, on Visual
Inspection Level II and Penetrating Liquids Level II, managing
high grades, even though these were his first 100% online courses.
Congratulations Gerson for the well deserve certifications!

TTI-FSS Field Division crane operator, Wayne Mosley,
and Shop Division operator, Eric Dunham, obtained their
NCCCO certifications. Cranes play an integral part in our
operations and this is a significant achievement on both their
parts.

TTI-FSS driver, Richard Hoskins, earned his certification as a
“Pilot Escort and Flagger.” This certification allows our team the
flexibility to perform in house escorting of our over dimensional
transport projects.
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TTI-FSS TEAM TALK
Safety Stars 2020!

CONGRATULATIONS
AND THANK YOU
L.V. LOVE

CONGRATULATIONS
AND THANK YOU
SAM MORSE

CONGRATULATIONS
AND THANK YOU
GARY RAJARAM

CONGRATULATIONS
AND THANK YOU
JACOB SEVERINO

While in process of fabricating
a safety handrail, L.V went to
use the Piranha and noticed that
the correct coping die was in the
machine, but the wrong punch
was being used. The coping
attachment utilizes a flat punch
not one that has a center guide
tip on the punch. It is critical to
use mating punch and dies. L.V.
proceeded to change to the correct
punch and inform two nearby
employees of proper punch and die
mating.

Sam was working on crane #1
in Port North when he noticed
the heavy smell of propane gas.
He immediately stepped down
from the crane and closed the
propane line main valve. He
then called his supervisor, and
the two of them found an 1-1/4
fitting in the main line that
had come loose. Sam repaired
the fitting and the line was
returned to service. Good
course of action and safety
awareness on Sam’s part.

Jacob was awarded a Safety
Gary was awarded a Safety Star
Star
for his alertness and paying
for his quick reaction to a possible
attention to small details. On
problem. The Blast Machine
the northeast side of the Blast
operator was running a long, 90’
Machine there is a ladder and
column through the machine
platform for people to safely
climb and stand on to blow shot
heading west towards the cable
racks at the far end. Gary hit the off the girders. The cage going
around the ladder entering the
emergency stop button feeling
platform had somehow broken
that the column was getting too
free and was hanging from one
close to the racks. Being alert is
side. There was no risk of the
a common practice for Gary and cage falling, but Jacob made sure
he has earned several Safety Star he let Safety know right away so
it could be repaired before being
for that reason. Nice job Gary!
used again. Nice job Jacob.

CONGRATULATIONS AND THANK YOU
JASON LINDGREN AND JEREMY WELLS

Left-to-Right: Welder Jason Lindgren,
Superintendent Jeff Horn and Welder
Jeremy Wells.

While in process of setting a ring on the 4th course of a tank, Jason and
Jeremy both noticed that the fit-up gear on the sheet that was about to
be lifted into place did not have bull pins in place. They communicated
this to the men on the ground and the lift was stopped. The issue was
corrected, and the sheet was safely set into place. We, as a team, value
our men looking out for each other’s safety. Great job guys!
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